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Miranda, the KISS Whisperer will identify and further explore that very poetry. However,
like the words of all skilled poets, their deeper meanings might be very much present but
somewhat elusive. Identifying such meaning is itself an art form…the very art Miranda has
devoted her life.
VISITORS

WHY LIPSTICK?

VENDORS AND
EXHIBITORS

Lipstick, the most essential of makeup products creates for its wearer much
more than a colorful
M E D smile.
I A A TAs
E Nmuch
D E E as
S it provides in terms of surface-level
beauty, properly selected lipstick also highlights certain unique properties
inherent in all lips. This creates the potential for something far more
elemental in nature.
You've probably heard of fortune tellers, palm and tarot card readers, but
what if the key to understanding those secrets was as simple as a Kiss?
A Kiss Whisperer specializes and will reveal the secrets found in lipstick
readings. Your lips are as unique as your fingerprints. Believe it or not, your
kiss may tell your journey and hold your destiny. With two kisses, you will
receive hidden truths about your past and present. But that isn't much fun
without knowing about the future. We have the key to unlock your future as
well. It's all in a kiss.

SEILIMAF & NEM

Recently retired Navy Veteran and empathically intuitive Miranda proudly presents a unique
lip print reading service for women and the fellas too throughout the USA, Internationally,
and Online-Everywhere. The kiss, a human act which defies time, space, culture, and even
recorded history itself, channels those unique properties in a manner not unlike the leaving
of fingerprints, though far more intimate and poetic in nature..
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2. Empathic Intuitive | Offers a holistic approach to entertainment
3. Proven Results | Celebrity clients and luxury brands enjoy the enlightening lip service
4. Anytime Anywhere | Instant readings with KISSmet™
5. SWAG Includes | Lipstick, Candy Kisses, Gift w/30 day follow up KISS reading
6. Headline Entertainer | Keynote, Team Building, Stroll & Static Kissing Booth
7. Non-profit Initiative | Service Connected Veteran Helping Other Veterans, COHH
VISITORS

VENDORS AND
E
X H I B I Tcreated
O R S KISSmet™ and hand picked talent (for larger events)
Miranda

BONUS:
with her Mother’s Kiss to interpret the journey, crossroads, predictions & more!
MEDIA ATENDEES

Bullseye accuracy with upbeat & fun readings plus Tarot Tells™
KISSES

Wanna taste the goods? Receive your free 3-card draw of the
Kiss Whisperer's Guide to assist with life's questions online! | ReadYourKiss.com

FOLLOW US
Facebook/Offi ci alLi psti ckReader | I nstagram #ReadYourKi ss | Twi tter @ReadYourKi ss

SNOSAER 7 POT

1. The What | Delivers insights based on the anatomy and energy of your kiss

WHY US?

It's in Your Kiss

